786 *Czechoslovakia, People’s Republic, Medal for Dedicated Labour*, type 2, 1949-51, in bronze, *with two related ribbon bars, minor surface spotting, about extremely fine and very rare* £400-600

787 **Czechoslovakia, Order of the Red Banner of Labour**, (2), both by Zukov, reverse of suspension bars numbered 6722 and 11008, *first in case of issue, with ribbon bar*: **Order of Labour**, by Zukov, 1958, reverse numbered 1047, *in case of issue*: later type (2), reverses numbered 3616 and 5994, *with related ribbon bar*: **Order of the Red Star of Labour, post 1960**, by Zukov, reverse of suspension bar numbered 9188; **Military Order of the Red Star (3)**, all type 2, in silver and red enamels, reverse of suspension bars numbered 3305, 5317, 6151; Order of 25 February 1948, silver and bronze medals, *both in boxes of issue, the bronze with related fitting, generally good very fine or better* (10) £300-400

788 *Czechoslovakia, Order of the Red Banner*, by Zukov, in silver-gilt and red enamels, suspension bar numbered 363, *in case of issue, with two related ribbon bars, extremely fine and scarce* £400-500

789 *Czechoslovakia, Order of the 25th February 1948*, First class breast star, in silver-gilt and red enamel, reverse hall-marked, *in case of issue, with related ribbon bar, extremely fine and very rare* £1,000-1,500

790 *Czechoslovakia, Order of Friendship*, in silver-gilt and faceted Bohemian garnets, reverse of suspension bar numbered 64, width 40.5mm, *in case of issue, extremely fine and very rare [from 1976 until 1990 only 96 orders bestowed]* £2,000-3,000

791 *Czechoslovakia, Badge for Dedication in Business*, type 2 with vertical needle and reduced weight of 12.90g, reverse stamped 5 and 800, pin detached, *otherwise good very fine and very rare* £200-300

792 *Czechoslovakia, Badge for Dedication in Business*, type 3, with pin back suspension, obverse stamped 5 and 800, *good very fine and rare* £400-600

793 **Czechoslovakia, Miscellaneous Medals** (15) Construction Merit (2), including early type numbered 1304; Outstanding Labour (2); Jan Evangelista Comenius Decoration; Jan Amos Keminsky Decoration; Brotherhood in Arms, Second class; Prison Service (3), First, Second and Third classes; Devotion to Socialism; Model Student badge; Vitez Society Competition 1955; Motherhood silver clasp; Czech Political Prisoner’s Cross 1939-45; Czech Republic, IFOR medal, *all in cases of issue, extremely fine* (16) £250-300

794 **Czechoslovakia, Miscellaneous Medals** (59), including Labour Service Decoration, Construction Merit, Defence of the Homeland (3), type 1 (2) and type 2; Service of the Homeland (4), type 1 and type 2 (3); Second National Uprising; Brotherhood in Arms First and Third (2) class medals; Released Political Prisoner’s Cross; SNB Service (4), two varieties; 20th Anniversary of Liberation; Union of Antifascist Fighters, First and Second Class (3); FMNO First and Second class; 50th Anniversary of the Czech Communist Party (2); 25th Anniversary of the CPR (2) 1973, 40th Anniversary of the end World War II 1985; Motherhood medals (2), numbered 2724 and 3319; NRA Cross 1939-45 (this unnumbered), *very fine or better* (59) £400-600

795 **Czechoslovakia, Miscellaneous Badges** (16), including: Partisan’s badge; Dedication in Agriculture (2), 1947 and 1948; Excellent Worker in the 5-year Plan 1949, this numbered 10 on reverse and in case of issue; Excellent Worker in the Chemical Industry, by Zukov; and Excellent Worker in Air Transport, *very fine or better* (16) £300-400

796 **Czech Republic, Miscellaneous Medals** (10), Cross of Merit of the Minister of Defence (3), First, Second and Third class; Medal of the Army of the Czech Republic (4), First class, Second class and Third class (2); IFOR 1996; SFOR 1997; Balkan Peacekeeping 1999, *last two in boxes of issue, extremely fine* (10) £150-200